Work-fromHome Kit for
your Business

As your business moves to a more remote-friendly working environment, NETGEAR understands
that you need to maintain your employees’ productivity at a high level. And productivity starts
with quality of communication between employees and access to information. But remotely
setting up your employees to effectively work from home is not easy.

Difficulties you and your employees may encounter
while setting up a work-from-home network:

Employee technical insight :
employees may not have the knowledge
to create a clean, noise-free, dedicated,
high-bandwidth WiFi connection for
work that co-exists with their home
WiFi environment.
Security: employees use their home
WiFi networks that often have low
security measures putting your
company data at risk.
Support and troubleshooting: it may be
difficult for employees to debug network
problems when they occur without
access to immediate resources.

NETGEAR now offers a Productivity Kit - a bundle of
networking products that allows your business to
quickly set up a high-quality WiFi network for your
employees, maintain a high level of communication
quality, and provide standardized and continuous
support for your employees’ at-home networking
needs. The kit includes a pre-set number of WiFi
access points, and an Insight management solution
that can remotely configure the WiFi device and setup
the wireless network in your employee’s network.
Best of all you can do it centrally in one-go across all
your employees’ devices. Insight also enables you to
continue to remotely monitor and support the WiFi
access points to be installed at your employees’ homes.
The Work-From-Home kit greatly enhances your
employees’ productivity at home, while giving you the
ability to perform IT support remotely.

Flexible workspace: employees need
connectivity that covers the entire home
while competing against other family
members on WiFi bandwidth, reducing
your employee’s effectiveness.
www.netgear.com

Solved with
NETGEAR’s Workfrom-Home Kit

Provide each employee with one WiFi Access Point
that provides a dedicated WiFi connection for home
working. Through NETGEAR Insight you have the
ability to remotely setup, configure and manage your
employee’s connection to keep them online. Here are
some of the benefits your business receives from the
Work-from-Home kit:

1-YEAR
SUBSCRIPTION
INCLUDED

Start NETGEAR’s Work-from-Home Kit
1. Purchase the Work-from-Home kit
Kit includes a number of high performance
802.11ac Dual Band WiFi access point (WAC510) +
1-Year of Insight management – see table below
2. Create your business Insight account and configure
all units without opening the box

Improve security. Increase efficiency.
Centralized management

3. Ship out the devices to your employees’ homes
for them to simply plug them in

Network admin in the office can
remotely manage and configure WiFi
settings in the employee’s home
including full visibility into the WiFi
neighborhood

4. Set up device configuration and SSID settings
automatically and remotely by Insight
5. Employee connects WAC510 to an existing network
and follows simple steps to set up their WiFi

Centrally managed firmware
updates as needed

1-YEAR
SUBSCRIPTION
INCLUDED

WORK-FROM-HOME KIT
INSIGHT

HARDWARE

FIRST YEAR PRICING INCLUDING
HW/SW/SERVICE

1-year Insight

8 x WAC510
with Power Adapter

$749.99
Recommended Retail Price

SECOND YEAR RENEWABLE SUBSCRIPTION
Insight Premium:
$9.99/device per year
Insight Pro:
$14.99/device per year
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